COME IN YOUR STRENGTH - With unique and pure natural fragrance frequencies

ROLLERS (roll-on) - also possible as your personal mix !
The rollers are easy to use. The roll on is a product for on the go. The roller contains Jojoba oil combined with a
unique frequency of essential oils.
AURA PROTECT / Aura protection and calmness protect yourself from energies and influences from outside!
Also it will close down energy leaks. Bring the roll-on on the inside of the wrists or on the edge of the skull, in the
hole (the medula). You will experience that your energy more compact to the touch and is more quiet than you.
Very effective and fine! Also great for children who come from school hyperactive, by being open to the energies of
the classmates. Give this to them, so they can use the roller as much needed, roll on the wrist.
BREATH / fresh air - headaches a wonderful refreshing oil provided by the menthol scent can be used for different discomforts. Do you have a cold or a headache role the oil on your side of the head. (note that it not drops
into your eyes!) very good also is to roll this oil in your hands and then place your hands in front of your face, breathe deeply. The oil will refresh your head and respiratory system. Tip! Take this roller with it if you are going on a
long road trip by car, this also increases alertness and concentration!
CLEAR 5 / Throat chakra specifically suitable for problems in the neck region reflects its imbalance of throat
chakra. The Roll-on is ready to use on the throat chakra, in the front but also at the back of the neck! In case of
problems such as: "-chronic little frog in the throat, hawking etc.
- feel of a pinched in the neck area, throat-neck pain
- Engorgement you often see a throbbing throat/neck".
All these complaints can have an origin to an energetic imbalance of the throat chakra. the roller gives a wonderful
refreshing and spatial feeling in the neck area! A must have!
CONFIDENCE / Self-Confidence or self esteem is supported by these compositions.
It makes you stronger and you feel safe. Suitable for anyone who has to lack self-confidence, during moments of
achievement or for daily life. Lack of self-confidence can pull you away from your potential. Develop more self confidence and make all your dreams come true! A super roller for all those kids and adults who feel insecure and hold
themselves back because they have low self-esteem. Also a great TOOL when test or exams have to be made.
EARTH / (1e chakra) grounding and feel the right to exist the highly rated essence mother earth is processed in
this roll on. This product can be rolled on the soles of the feet for the optimum result. On the wrists it gives just as
much effect and in the cavities of the knee is also a very good way. A great product for children who are restless
and by poor grounding can’t concentrate. Let your child carry this with him and use as much as needed to feel
calm relaxed and have more concentration
PLEXUS PROTECT / Solar plexus (3rd chakra) Stay within yourself and rest especially effective to regulate the
plexus solaris. An open Solar Plexus can cause a lot loss of energy, which can make you feel tired. But you can
also feel that the world is banging into you. A nice roller to use with restless Sleep and lots of dreams and nightmares. You can apply this product directly to the solar plexus. (just above the navel)
RELAX / Heart (4rd chakra) takes fear away, relaxes, makes patient and kind. lovely to relax and to get a calm
and relaxed heart chakra. Takes fear away and the pleasant scent will let you relax and dream away. You can apply
on the heart chakra but also on the wrists. Also fine: roll the roller in your hands and then place your hands before
your face. Breathe deep and enjoy this fine fragrance. Tip: on a journey a delicious refreshment. Brings patience
and makes friendly. What you send out is what you receive in return!!
Working with the roll on
The roll on is a product for on the go. Put the roller on to your wrists and on the back of your head (in the dimple).
Also an effective place to put the roller, is on the bottom of your feet or at the place of the chakra.
It is also possible to order a personalized roller. The essential oils that applies specifically to you is then
composed in one roller.
Price roll-on 10 ml essence € 11,- / £ 12,-

A personalized roller 10 ml with essences € 15,- / £ 14,-

To order online please contact me by telephone or email info@jouwbalanscoach.nl
Alexandra Langeveld - Your Balance Coach / Therapist / Healer / Chakradance www.jouwbalanscoach.nl - T: +34 657 939 635

